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Revising and Applying Feedback 
Time spent revising is time invested in learning. The decisions you make during revision help 
you learn to be more aware of what is effective in your rhetorical situation: you'll think through 
which strategies are best for reaching your audience, accomplishing your purpose, and conveying 
your message. By taking the time to consider your options, you'll improve your chances of 
making substantial revisions. 

Here are some steps when you begin revising: 

ü Distance yourself from your paper for at least a day. Our brains tend to fill in the blanks 
when reading information we're familiar with, so you'll come back to it with an open 
mind if you take some time away from your work. 

ü Prepare to address broader issues in the paper rather than low order concerns such as 
punctuation and spelling. 

ü Think about what the focus of the paper is. Is it appropriate for the assignment? Is the 
topic too big or too narrow? Am I staying on track throughout the whole paper? 

ü Think about your thesis: Do you still agree with it? Should it be modified in light of 
something you discovered as you wrote the paper? Does your thesis generalize instead of 
taking a specific position? Should it be changed altogether? 

ü Think about your purpose in writing: Does your introduction state clearly what you 
intend to do? Will your aims be clear to your readers? 

 

Once you have made notes through the steps mentioned above, then move on to the feedback 
you received (if you did). Here are some tips on how to apply feedback: 
 

ü Read the feedback: Revising well begins with reading feedback with an open mind. Try 
to understand what the reviewer(s) was trying to say. You might not agree with them, and 
reviewers might not agree with each other. This is normal. Writers often get feedback 
from experts that is contradictory. As a writer, this feedback helps you adjust your work 
to acknowledge those different viewpoints in your audience. Once you've read each 
comment, you're ready to make some choices. 

ü Select feedback: does this comment help me understand my writing better? Does this 
comment help me to measure my progress toward the assignment goals? Does this 
comment offer any specific advice that I can follow when I revise? 

ü Prioritize feedback: After reading all the feedback (and perhaps rating its helpfulness) 
and grouping the feedback you want to use to guide your revision, you need to figure out 
which suggestions are most important. Ask yourself these questions: Which comments 
help me make the best revisions according to the assignment's criteria? Which comments 
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match my stage of writing? (Am I ready to edit for punctuation and word choice? Am I 
too close to finishing to reorganize the draft this way?) With the time I have to revise, 
which comments can I realistically address? 

ü Reflect on feedback and create a revision plan: a revision plan is a place to write 
briefly about what you hope to accomplish in your draft's next version. This reflective 
writing helps you connect your goals with specific actions. It makes you conscious of 
your process and deliberate in your decision-making. Being aware of what you are doing 
and why will help you make better choices now and later. 

 
Having a good revision plan can empower you to make changes to your draft. Knowing what 
needs to be done is certainly a large part of getting it done. Another aspect of getting it done is 
feeling like revising. Getting feedback and planning to use it can be an emotional rollercoaster, 
so always try to approach the revision and applying feedback process with a growth mindset 
and grit.  

 

Here are some steps you should consider in the later stages of the revision process: 

ü Examine the balance within your paper: Are some parts out of proportion with others? 
Do you spend too much time on one trivial point and neglect a more critical issue? Do 
you give lots of detail early on and then let your points get thinner by the end? 

ü Check that you have kept your promises to your readers: Does your paper follow 
through on what the thesis promises? Do you support all the claims in your thesis? Are 
the tone and formality of the language appropriate for your audience? 
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ü Check the organization: Does your paper follow a pattern that makes sense? Do the 
transitions move your readers smoothly from one point to the next? Do the topic 
sentences of each paragraph appropriately introduce what that paragraph is about? Would 
your paperwork better if you moved some things around? Check your information: Are 
all your facts accurate? Are any of your statements misleading? Have you provided 
enough detail to satisfy readers' curiosity? Have you cited all your information 
appropriately? 

ü Check your conclusion: Does the last paragraph tie the paper together smoothly and end 
on a stimulating note, or does the paper die a slow, redundant, or abrupt death? 

 
 
 


